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The description of the proposed monument 
in the memorial to the council is somewhat 
puzzling. It says that ‘there [was] no 
inscription to be put upon the tomb but the 
6 chapter of the revelation verse 9, 10 and 
11.’ Perhaps it was felt that this restriction 
would make it easier to obtain permission, 

or at least would obviate the need of paying 
a fee to the Greyfriars Kirk Treasurer. In 
the event, the monument that was set up 
was considerably more elaborate than 
the description in the memorial. Two early 
descriptions of it exist, one in robert 
Monteith’s Theater of Mortality, published 

The Martyrs’ 
Monument 

Greyfriars, Edinburgh

The Martyrs’ monument in Greyfriars 
churchyard, Edinburgh was originally 
set up in 1706. The decision had been 
taken in October 1701, at a General 
Meeting of the United Societies 
held at crawfordjohn, that ‘all the 
correspondences provide and make 
ready stones, as signs of honour to 
be set upon the graves of our late 
martyrs as soon as possible.’ Progress 
in Edinburgh was slow, and it was 
not until 28th August 1706 that the 
Edinburgh council received a memorial 
requesting permission for the erecting 
of a monument in Greyfriars. The 
monument had already been prepared 
and, permission being granted, it was 
installed soon afterwards. According 
to the inscription on the old stone, the 
work was completed in 1706.

The Martyrs’ monument in 1856

Photographed by Thomas Keith. Courtesy of www.capitalcollections.org.uk
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in 1713, and another in the first edition of 
Cloud of Witnesses, published in 1714. The 
fuller one, in the Cloud, says that ‘Upon the 
Head of the Tomb there’s the effigies of 
an open Bible, drawn with these Scripture 
citations, rev. 6. 9, 10, 11 [cited in full], 
rev. 7:14’ (Monteith’s Theater mentions 
rev. 12:11 instead of rev. 7:14, but this 
appears to be a mistake). Below the Bible 
was the verse beginning ‘Halt Passenger’, 
and below this the prose beginning ‘From 
May 27th 1661.’ Finally, ‘upon the foot of 
the monument stands a crown with this 
inscription: ‘Be thou faithful unto Death and 
I will give thee a crown of Life’’ (rev. 2:10).

The leader of the group responsible for 
setting up the monument was James 
currie, a merchant from Pentland. He and 

In his edition of Cloud of Witnesses, 
published in 1871, Thomson records a 
tradition, which he had received from rev. 
William Goold, reformed Presbyterian 
minister in Edinburgh from 1804 to 1844, 
to the effect that in the time of persecution 
the authorities ordered the grave-diggers 
to bury the martyrs’ bodies with those of 
murderers and other criminals in Greyfriars, 
but that the grave-diggers, being 
sympathetic with the covenanters, secretly 
buried them in a separate place. It is 
supposed that the bodies were buried near 
the present monument, which is therefore 
not only a monument but a tombstone. 

In October 1726, the heads of five 
covenanting martyrs, who had been 
executed at the Gallowlee in Edinburgh in 
October 1681, were found in a garden near 
Lauriston Lane, not far from Greyfriars. The 
martyrs’ heads and the right hand of one of 

them had been cut off by the hangman at 
the time of execution, and had been placed 
on spikes at the Pleasance Port. At night, 
however, the heads and hand had been 
taken down by the martyrs’ friends—one 
of whom was the young James renwick, 
engaged in his first ‘public work’—and 
hastily buried in the garden as dawn was 
breaking. The well-known Patrick Walker 
gives an account of the incident in his 
‘Vindication of richard cameron’s name’ 
in Six Saints of the Covenant. When the 
heads were re-discovered, they were put 
in a coffin, and Patrick Walker was one of 
the six people involved in their re-burial 
at the Martyrs’ monument. Huge crowds 
turned out to watch the occasion. Some 
of the cameronians, however, objected 
to the participation of people like Walker, 
who were not as clear in their disowning of 
the Government and separation from the 
church of Scotland as they would have 

his wife Helen Alexander had been married 
by the martyr James renwick in 1687 
and both had suffered during the times of 
persecution. An account of their sufferings 
was published in 1869 under the title 
Passages in the Lives of Helen Alexander 
and James Currie. currie was a close friend 
of Sir robert Hamilton, the most prominent 
figure in the United Societies during the 
1690s. currie died in 1736 at the age of 
eighty and was buried in Old Pentland 
cemetery.

The authorship of the poem ‘Halt 
Passenger’ on the monument is unknown. 
rev. J.H. Thomson in his book Martyr 
Graves of Scotland (1903) suggests that 
it was written by Hugh clark (1688-1724), 
who was a noted poet and became clerk to 
the United Societies in about 1714. clark’s 
poem ‘Meditations upon the Love of christ’ 
went through several editions after his 
death. As Thomson mentions, however, it 
is a difficulty with his suggestion that Clark 
was aged only eighteen in 1706. Another 
possibility, therefore, is William Swanstoun, 
a friend of James currie’s, who in 1701 
composed an elegy ‘Death to Believers 
a Passage to Glory’ on the decease of 
currie’s thirteen-year-old son James. 
This elegy was published by popular 
request in 1704. Swanstoun may also 
have composed the elegy on Sir robert 
Hamilton who also died in 1701, that was 
published that year and re-published in 
1762. currie and Swanstoun were both 
prominent in the United Societies: they were 
on the committee appointed to interview 
rev. John Macmillan in 1704; they were 
signatories to his call in 1706 to become 
minister to the United Societies; and they 
were regularly entrusted by the Societies 
with the distribution of alms collected for 
the poor.

The stone from the Martyrs’ monument in 1706. 
Courtesy of the City of Edinburgh Council 

Museums & Galleries.

Detail of the 1706 monument, showing the crude addition, probably from 1728.
Courtesy of the City of Edinburgh Council Museums & Galleries.
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wished. The cameronians republished the 
testimonies of the five martyrs from Cloud 
of Witnesses in a pamphlet, to which they 
appended a poem in which the heads of 
the five martyrs were supposed to speak 
out in the following terms:

What doth the Lord regard this pompous 
show,
Whereby to honour Us ye mourning go?
Whilst ye most basely bury that same 
cause,
For which we dy’d thro’ Mens iniquous 
Laws,
And by your Practice to the World 
proclaim,
That ye All these Schismatical esteem,
Who own this Day with Us, a cause the 
same.
With contempt and Disdain we do reject
These your pretended Honours and 
respect...

Patrick Walker, in his turn, dismissed the 
cameronian poem as ‘a slanderous elegy’ 
and answered it with a vigorous poem of 
his own. 

By 1726, the cameronians in Edinburgh 
were divided into two parties. Some, such 
as James currie, belonged to the main 
cameronian body who had rev. John 
Macmillan as their minister; while others 
had separated from Macmillan in 1715 
because he had acknowledged George 
I (who had not taken the covenants) 
as king. The leader of the separatists 
was John Halden or Howden, and his 
followers were known as Howdenites or, 
later on, as ‘Active Testimony Bearers’. 
An ‘Active Testimony’ was a state of open 
war against the Government. Even before 
1715, the Howdenites had been inclined 
to act independently, and in 1712 they 

had marched up Edinburgh High Street, 
burning the Oath of Abjuration on the point 
of a dagger. From references in the 1726 
cameronian pamphlet to both an ‘Active’ 
and a ‘Passive’ testimony, it seems likely 
that its authors were Howdenites.

In 1728, according to a report in the 
Edinburgh Evening Courant (quoted in 
Grant’s Edinburgh Old and New), the 
Martyrs’ monument was repaired and 
‘a compartment’ added to it ‘on which 
is cut a head and a hand on pikes, as 
emblems of their sufferings, betwixt which 
is to be engraved a motto alluding to both.’ 
Presumably this modification had a reference 
to the re-interment of the heads in 1726, and 
again it seems likely that the Howdenites 
were behind it. Probably it was at this time 
that the date of ‘1706’ was added to the old 
monument, and if the new ‘compartment’ 
was as crudely cut as the date, it must have 
been an unsightly piece of work indeed.

The monument continued in this condition, 
as far as we know, until 1771 when it was 
renewed, or virtually replaced. A reference 
to this 1771 renovation was inscribed on 
the base of the new monument. It can be 
seen, for instance, in the photograph of 
the monument in the royal commission 
of Ancient Monuments of Scotland volume 
on The City of Edinburgh (1951), but it is 
not presently visible, being below ground 
level. The reason for the renovation is 
not given but probably the desire was to 
have a grander monument; partly perhaps 
because of the widespread concern over 
romanism, but perhaps also because of 
a wish to remove the unsightly additions 
of 1728. Some of the cameronians were 
becoming ‘genteel’ by this stage—they 
were no longer the ‘Mountain-Men’ that 
their forefathers had been.

James Currie’s gravestone. Courtesy of the 
City of Edinburgh Council Museums & Galleries.

By 1771, the Edinburgh cameronians were 
divided into three groups: the reformed 
Presbyterians or Macmillanites; the 
followers of James Hall; and the followers 
of James Purves. Hall (1726-1781) had 
briefly been a Reformed Presbyterian 
minister, but had separated with Hugh 
Innes in 1753 because of Amyraldian views 

that they advocated. Together they set 
up a minority reformed Presbytery which 
maintained an intermittent existence into 
the nineteenth century. Hall was grandson 
of the martyr Henry Hall of Haughhead who 
had been one of the authors, with Donald 
cargill, of the Queensferry Paper. This 
was an important covenanting paper for 
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the Howdenites because of its rejection of 
the authority of the Government. Probably 
because of Hall, the Howdenites had 
rejoined the Macmillanites in about 1750, 
only to leave again with Hall and Innes in 
1753. After a couple of years with them, 
they mostly resumed a separate existence, 
and by 1771 they had come under the spell 
of James Purves and had degenerated into 
Arianism. 

All three of these groups would have 
had a claim on the monument, and the 
renovation appears to have been the 
work of a committee which probably 
represented all three groups. According to 
Thomson in Martyr Graves, the mason who 
prepared the new monument was charles 
Fairnington. His granddaughter was still 
alive when Thomson was collecting his 
information. Fairnington never received the 
full payment of his money, and Thomson 
says that the reason for this was that the 
committee was broken up because of the 
Protestant riots in Edinburgh at that time.  
One would think that it was the more easily 
broken up given the disparate parts of 
which it was composed. Hall died in 1781 
and was buried immediately next to the 
Martyrs’ monument.

The renewed monument appears to have 
been essentially in its present-day form. 
We have not seen an early description of 
it—the editions of Cloud of Witnesses, for 
instance, continued to describe the old 
monument—but in the photograph of 1856 
it looks very much as it does today. The 
verse ‘Halt Passenger’ and the prose ‘From 
27th May, 1661’, both slightly revised, 
occupy three stones at the top and below 
these is a separate stone with an effigy of 
the Bible, on which the verses rev. 6:9-
11, 7:14, and 2:10 are inscribed in full. 

The main change in the prose section was 
the inclusion of the statement that ‘about 
Eighteen thousand’ were ‘one way or other 
Murdered and Destroyed for the same 
Cause’; a figure that was taken from Daniel 
Defoe’s Memoirs of the Church of Scotland 
(pp. 254, 294).

In his preface to Brown’s Epitaphs and 
Monumental Inscriptions in Greyfriars 
Churchyard, Edinburgh (1868), David Laing 
says that the Bible stone used in 1771 was 
the original stone from the top of 1706 
monument. It must have been re-carved, 
however, because the lettering matches that 
of 1771 rather than 1706.  After lasting well 
for over two hundred years, it is now flaking 
badly and about a third of the writing has 
disappeared. A bronze plaque, recording 
the verses from revelation and mounted 
on the lowest panel of the monument, has 
been set up by the Scottish covenanter 
Memorials Association and the Greyfriars 
Kirkyard Trust.

The 1856 photograph shows a railing 
intruding on the right hand side of the 
monument. This is also visible in the picture 
(dated 1867) in Mrs Stewart Smith’s Historic 
Stones and Stories of Bygone Edinburgh, 
and in the frontispiece of Martyr Graves.  The 
railing appears to enclose the neighbouring 
burial place of George Spankie (d. 1815) 
and his extensive family; and the manner 
in which it incorporates part of the Martyrs’ 
monument suggests that there had been a 
dispute over the boundary between the two 
plots. Probably the wing of the renovated 
monument in 1771 had carelessly 
extended into Spankie’s space, and he or 
his family had deliberately set up the railing 
in defiance of this intrusion. In the twentieth 
century, the railing was rebuilt to be clear 
of the Martyrs’ monument, but now only a 

small fragment of its base remains.

One puzzling aspect of the description of 
the monument in Brown’s Epitaphs and 
Monumental Inscriptions is the mention 
of various other inscriptions on it, which 
are given in full. These cannot be seen in 
the drawing which forms the frontispiece 
of that book, nor in other drawings of the 
period, nor in the 1856 photograph; and 
one wonders when they were added, 
and by whom, and where exactly they 
were placed. In his preface to the book, 
David Laing describes the monument as 
‘overloadened with useless quotations’ and 
expressed the wish that it might be restored 
to its original simplicity. Such a statement 
cannot have been gratifying to those who 
had recently added the quotations to the 
monument. The additional inscriptions 
must have been on the lowest section, and 
possibly on the back, which can be viewed 
from candlemaker row. They were quite 
long, however, so the lettering would have 
been rather small. They had been removed 
by 1912, judging by the photograph in 
Moir Bryce’s History of the Old Greyfriars’ 
Church, Edinburgh, and there is no trace 
of them now. One of them consisted of 
part of a poem by Thomas Pringle which 
had first appeared in The Poetic Mirror in 
1816, while another was a quotation from 
William Sime’s History of the Covenanters 
in Scotland, originally published in 1830. 

Part of the 1771 inscription which is usually 
omitted in descriptions of the monument 
is the peculiar statement at the end of the 
prose section: ‘For a particular account of 
the cause and manner of their sufferings, see 
The Cloud of Witnesses, crookshank’s and 
Defoe’s Histories.’ The Cloud of Witnesses 
was a cameronian production but the 
other two were not. Defoe’s Memoirs of 

the Church of Scotland were first published 
in 1717 and William crookshank’s History 
of the State and Sufferings of the Church 
of Scotland in 1749. Both books were 
reasonably sympathetic to the cameronian 
position. crookshank’s History was an 
abridgment of robert Wodrow’s History of 
the Sufferings of the Church of Scotland 
which had been published in 1721-2. 
crookshank’s work was cheaper and more 
accessible than Wodrow’s, subsequent 
editions having appeared in 1751, 1762, 
and 1771, but furthermore Wodrow had 
offended the Cameronians by favouring 
the indulged ministers against cameron, 
cargill, and renwick, while crookshank 
was considered more impartial. crookshank 
(1712-1769) was a Scottish Presbyterian 
minister in London. He had been deposed 
for some unspecified ‘misconduct’ in 1768, 
but the scandal connected with this cannot 
have been widely known in Scotland. 

One happy consequence of Fairnington’s 
not receiving his money for building the 
new monument was that it led to the 
preservation of the old stone, with the poem 
‘Halt Passenger’ and the other inscriptions. 
This he retained in lieu of payment, placing 
it in his building yard in charles Street 
where it lay forgotten until about 1814. In 
that year it was re-discovered and moved 
to the house of his granddaughter Mrs 
Muir, Hay’s court at the top of the West 
Port, who was still alive in 1868 (Brown’s 
Epitaphs and Monumental Inscriptions, p. 
331). It remained in the family until 1901 
when it was transferred to what is now the 
Museum of Edinburgh in Huntly House. 
The old stone is in good condition and is 
presently on display in the museum. James 
currie’s gravestone has also been removed 
from Pentland to Huntly House for safe-
keeping.
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The Martyrs’ monument with Rev. James Hall’s grave on the left and George Spankie’s grave on the right.
The spire of the Magdalen Chapl can be seen in the background.

Halt passenger take heed what thou dost see
This tomb doth shew for what some men did die
Here lies interr’d the dust of these who stood
Gainst perjury resisting unto blood
Adhering to the Covenants and Laws
Establishing the same which was the Cause
Their lives were sacrificed unto the Lust
Of Prelatists abjur’d though here their dust
Lies mixt with murderers and other crew
Whom justice did justly to death pursue
But as for these in them no cause was found
Worthy of death but only they were sound
Constant and steadfast zealous witnessing
For the prerogatives of CHRIST their king
Which truths were feared by famous Guthrie’s head
And all along to Mr Ranwick’s blood
They did endure the wrath of enemies
Reproaches torments deaths and injuries
But yet they’re these who from such troubles came
And now triumph in glory with the LAMB
 
From May 27th 1661 that the noble Marquess of Argyle suffered to the 17th of 
Febr 1688 that Mr James Ranwick suffr’d were executed at Edinburgh about 
an hundred of Noblemen Gentlemen Ministers & others noble martyrs for 
JESUS CHRIST. The most part of them lies here.

This Tomb was erected anno 1706.

The 1706 Inscription 
on the Martyrs’ Monument

Detail of the Martyrs’ monument showing the 
flaking Bible and the bronze plaque.
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Voluntaries had presented a mere scarecrow 
of their own imagination, called it the ‘giant 
Establishment’, and then claimed to have 
slain the giant. Then, to the delight and 
applause of many, cooke quoted an article 
from The covenanter written by none other 
than ritchie himself!

1st - The question is not whether it be the 
duty of the State to establish false religion 
but whether it be its duty to establish the 
true religion.

2nd -  The question is not whether it be the 
duty of church members to maintain true 
religion financially but whether it be the duty 
of the State to do this.

3rd - The question is not whether it be the duty 
of rulers to establish true religion by affording 
common protection to the professors of it, 
but whether it be their duty to grant more 
than that, i.e. to grant true religion positive 
favour and countenance.

4th - The question is not whether it be 
warrantable for the State to take the 
management of any part of the internal affairs 
of the Church, but whether it should afford 
special countenance to the true doctrine, 
worship, and government of the church.

5th - The question is not whether the church 
may exist or even prosper without the aid 
of the State but whether she may prosper 
better without State aid than she does at 
present.

II. Cooke’s two prInCIples 

cooke now laid down the following 
principles.

First, That every State is bound to make 
christianity the law of the land and to enact 
no law contrary to its letter or spirit.

Second, that a distinction must be made 
between Establishments and endowments. 
Though a State ought to make provision or 
endowment, Establishments can still exist in 
full force without this.

cooke then asserted that he would not 
be dealing with any particular form of 
Establishment. nor would he be dealing 
with abuses by any Establishments. These 
matters were outside the areas of debate. 
One matter he did defend was the integrity 
of his own denomination from the calumny 
that endowments make the church captive 
to the State. Were the State to demand one 
single concession of their liberty they would 
fling back their gift as a polluting bribe. 
Whatever aid their Synod got, it was without 
compromise of principle or surrender of 
liberty. cooke then issued a direct challenge 
to the Voluntaries to produce a single proof 
of any captivity of the Synod of Ulster; and 
with this he gave a history of endowments in 
Ulster and of the faithful contendings by the 
Synod at great cost to itself.

At this point the chairman interrupted, 
accusing cooke of digressing from the subject 
of debate, but cooke was within his rights to 
rebut a false accusation by ritchie. Again the 
chairman interrupted and pronounced him 
out of order. Things were hotting up as cooke 
was proving his case to the embarrassment 
and annoyance of the chairman and 
the Voluntaries. notwithstanding the 
interruptions, cooke continued to rebut the 
allegation of enslavement.

Cooke now turned to the first Establishment 
principle: that it is the duty of the State 
to make christianity the law of the land. 
Accordingly the Lord’s day is protected, 
however defectively, by the State. neither the 
Lord’s day, nor indeed the whole of morality, 
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cooke resumed his case. The Voluntaries 
were about to be annihilated. On the 
previous evening reference had been made 
to America. cooke admitted he was taken 
by surprise. But in the intervening hours he 
had acquired some documents as to the 
state of the church in America. Starting 
with M‘Intyre’s own state Ohio, cooke read 
a report from the new york evangelist and 
systematically demonstrated that far from 

being the utopia portrayed by Voluntaries, 
there was a corresponding lack of ministers, 
the Sabbath was everywhere profaned, 
there was an extensive destitution of the 
scriptures, a lack of educational provision, 
and, of course, there was negro slavery. So 
much for the claim that ‘it works well’!

cooke then charged that the ‘true question 
at issue had never yet been stated’. The 

Henry Cooke and 
the Defence of 
Establishments

in 1836
Part II. The Second Night

of the Debate

rev trevor kirkland
Mr Kirkland is minister of Templepatrick Reformed Church

I. the seCond nIght CommenCes 

The doors opened at 6 pm admitting those with tickets. 
By 7 pm the place was crowded. Almost immediately 
there was a wrangle over the opening motion that Dr. 
Tennent take the chair. Opposition was voiced over 
his remarks of the previous evening. cooke calmed 
the audience by supporting Tennent as chairman. A 
remarkable display of charity! Or an excellent device to 
ensure that he had the chairman where he wanted him?

Henry Cooke
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can be defended under Voluntaryism since 
under such the State has no allowance to 
interfere in religion. Again the chairman 
interrupted to enquire if cooke was going 
to ignore the time. Uproar ensued as it 
appeared that cooke was going to be 
silenced. In the exchange between cooke 
and the chairman, the chairman left, then 
returned. For a moment all was confusion. 
Then cooke took up his argument, that 
he would not be bound by time since he 
had come voluntarily to the debate and he 
would defend his case come what may. The 
audience burst into loud cheering. cooke 
was winning the debate.

He returned to his point regarding the 
Lord’s day, noting the results of the French 
revolution with its abolition of the Lord’s 
day and the seven-day week, and the 
imposition of the decimal system of a ten-
day week. So much for Voluntaryism!

The next consequence of Voluntaryism 
would be the abolition of taking oaths as a 
religious act. neither could the State punish 
any man for blasphemy. Under Voluntaryism 
every man could blaspheme “under his own 
vine and his own fig tree and none shall 
make him afraid”. What is more, the State 
would be wrongly interfering when it says 
a man shall have only one wife. Where did 
it get such an idea but from the Bible? On 
that point it has made the Bible the law of 
the land. That is, it has established religion. 
But they do things differently in Turkey, said 
cooke, where a man may have as many 
wives as he wishes. Let the Voluntaries 
gain the ascendant and this part of the 
moral code must be expunged and indeed 
the rest of the moral code. Why should not 
a man marry his grandmother or anybody 
else, were Voluntaryism to become the 
rule?

cooke then turned to the second issue 
– maintenance. cooke noted how the 
Voluntary Independents made a wonderfully 
successful effort at swallowing deaneries 
and chapters! A more modern instance 
was how the King of Tahiti, on becoming 
a christian, put down heathenism and 
established christianity. Ironically it was 
the Voluntaries who wrote the laws. cooke 
asked if any of the Voluntaries present 
had sent a delegation to object. no 
endowments were given because the State 
had no money, but—cooke argued—as 
soon as it did have, it was bound to reward 
those who did its best service and highest 
work. Did the king who rewarded Walker 
also reward the traitor Lundy? So the 
principle that binds the State to endow the 
teacher of truth can never bind it also to the 
endowment of falsehood.

III. Further sCrIptural arguments 

next cooke argued that as it is the duty of 
every man to establish family worship at his 
own hearth, so it is the duty of the State to 
erect the worship of God. He then turned 
to the scriptural defence of Establishments, 
where nations gave compulsorily and God’s 
people took thankfully the endowments 
thus bestowed.

First, the example of cyrus in Ezra 1. Here 
was the system under which the Synod 
of Ulster operated. The ministers were 
supported partly by the State and partly by 
the free-will offerings of the people. Cooke 
then drove home the knife by noting – 
“Upon such Scriptural basis operated the 
Secession synod - to which Dr ritchie was 
ecclesiastically connected and tolerates the 
endowment in a branch of his own church!”

Second, Ezra 6:3, 4. Ah, Ezra, said cooke, 

God’s favoured servant, and he took the 
Regium Donum from Darius. He not only 
took it but see the catalogue of Regium 
Donum all down to the very salt cellar and 
cruse of oil! This Darius was a heathen yet 
God’s priests by God’s authority took the 
Regium Donum!

Third, nehemiah 2:7-10. With tongue in 
cheek, cooke called Tobias and Sanballat 
an ancient Voluntary soirée. yet, maugre 
this primitive Voluntarious deputation, the 
church of God received with a clear hand 
and a good conscience what was given 
them by the State, even to the pepper, salt 
and cruse of oil. (Someone in the audience 
shouted – “Go to the new law, that’s all 
Mosaic, Dr cooke”. cooke ignored the 
interruption.)

Fourth, Psalm 2. There you will find the 
command to all kings to serve the Lord. 
There can be no doubt that this psalm is a 
demand for the establishment of christianity.

Fifth, Psalm 22:27, 28 and Psalm 102:15, 
22, 28.

Sixth, Isaiah 60:12.

cooke had not forgotten the interruption 
stating – “it seems I must give proof from 
the new Testament. I refer accordingly 
to rev 11:15. read,” said cooke, “in 
Romans 13 the scriptural definition of a 
magistrate – he is the minister of God to 
thee for good. What good? All good that 
he can do. Torture the text as you may, you 
will never be able to show any principle to 
confine the State from doing to the Church 
whatever good the Lord, by example and 
command, has ever authorised or directed. 
I have shown from example and prophecy, 
what the State did, or was expected to do 

for God’s church which entitled them to the 
description of nursing fathers and nursing 
mothers to her children”.

IV.the exChange wIth rItChIe 

At this point cooke sat down. What followed 
was a back and forth argument between 
ritchie and cooke, with ritchie attempting 
to find flaws in Cooke’s argument. Ritchie 
made the astonishing claim that marriage 
had nothing to do with religion but was a 
natural law implanted in the heart. In picking 
up cooke’s argument that Establishments 
did not rest upon endowment he said, if 
endowments were abolished the whole 
debate would end!

At 3:30 am, cooke rose to reply to ritchie. 
He had gathered strength and vigor, though 
his voice was beginning to go. Taking the 
paltry objections raised by Ritchie he flung 
them to the ground, noting that what ritchie 
had done was to cite a few examples as 
though that was the whole argument. 
ritchie had raised the point that no State 
had enforced the Third commandment, 
therefore Establishments of religion are not 
of divine origin. cooke replied. “Has the 
Bible itself ever succeeded in enforcing its 
divine precepts? no. Must we therefore 
conclude against its divine authority?”

ritchie then claimed that as the Mosaic 
institution was introduced by miracles 
but no Establishment was, therefore 
Establishments had no divine authority. But, 
asked cooke, was the Secession church 
introduced by miracles? Did any thunder 
roll from Arthur’s Seat? no. The implication 
was clear. ritchie had just destroyed the 
existence of his own denomination.

ritchie argued that if we submit to one part 
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Margaret McLauchlan 
and Margaret Wilson 

the Wigtown Martyrs

Jeffrey stephen
Dr Stephen considers the much discussed question of whether the martyrdom of the ‘Wigtown 

martyrs’ actually happened. As he shows, the evidence for their martyrdom is overwhelming, but to 
this day there are those who dislike the Covenanters and who are determined not to be convinced.

of the Jewish law we must submit to all. not 
so, replied cooke. If Dr ritchie submits to 
the Ten commandments does that require 
him to submit to every Jewish injunction?

ritchie next referred to the quotation ‘My 
kingdom is not of this world’. cooke asked 
what the inference was beyond merely 
citing the verse. Is it – do not endow the 
clergy? But does the church consist only 
of clergy? Does it mean that a christian 
judge or a christian soldier is not to be 
paid? If it be replied that they are paid for 
doing secular work, does that mean the 
State can pay a man for doing a man’s 
work or the devil’s work but not God’s 
work? Under Voluntaryism everyone gets 
rewarded except the church!

ritchie then challenged cooke if he abided 
by the Solemn League and covenant 
to extirpate prelacy and if not, he must 
renounce Establishments. cooke replied 
by first noting that had he lived in the days 
of the covenanters he would indeed have 
sought the extirpation of prelacy as it then 
was. But ritchie had ignored a simple fact. 
The prelacy that existed then had been 
extirpated. That is to say, the prelacy which 
presently existed was different in character, 
piety, and zeal. This gives room for mutual 
forbearance. ritchie retorted that the 
expression was ‘extirpate’. cooke replied 
that this was to be done, not by fire, faggot, 
or force, but by argument, testimony, and 
kindness. What is more, extirpation is to 
principles not to persons. ritchie was 
misrepresenting the covenant. cooke then 
quoted at length from the covenant, noting 
the language used as he proceeded.

With a stinging riposte, cooke resumed 
his seat, “to allow ritchie to review the 
catalogue of arguments he had left 

untouched”. ritchie by now was a spent 
force. First, he replied that when he quoted 
the text on christ’s kingdom he emphasised 
the conclusion – ‘else would my servants 
fight’. It was this that Cooke had ignored, 
he said. Second, the kings in the Old 
Testament were tyrants and everyone was 
bound to obey. But we live in a different era. 
ritchie thus concluded his argument.

cooke rose and thanked ritchie for 
ending so quickly and for his yielding to 
the principle of Establishment! cooke 
noted that when ritchie admitted that if 
endowment were given up the argument 
was at an end and that he might have 
whatever Establishment he pleased. Well 
then, ritchie had in fact conceded cooke’s 
first principle that every government was 
bound to make christianity the law of the 
land. cooke was in triumphant mood as 
he drove home his advantage. He then 
turned to ritchie regarding the quotation 
on christ’s kingdom, denying he had 
avoided it, and asked him directly how he 
understood it. ritchie replied, in the plain 
sense of the words. cooke asked, does that 
mean none of Christ’s servants will fight? 
Ritchie replied, they may fight defensively. 
cooke jumped on the concession. “I thank 
Dr ritchie – he yields all I require.” cooke 
wrung concession after concession in the 
final moments of the debate. Cooke had 
clearly won.

At 6 am the next day, the chairman 
concluded the proceedings after a marathon 
eleven hours. Thus ended one of the most 
gruelling and significant debates in Ireland 
over Establishments. Voluntaryism never 
again entered into public debate on the 
issue. The Voluntaries had been well and 
truly defeated. The Westminster principle of 
Establishments had been maintained.

April - June 2014  17
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The Lords of his Majesties Privy council 
doe hereby reprive the execution of the 
sentance of death pronunced by the 
Justices against Margret Wilson and 
Margret Lauchlison until the ... day 
of ... and discharges the magistrats 
of Edinburgh for putting of the said 
sentence to execution against them 
untill the forsaid day; and recomends 
the saids Margret Wilson and Margret 
Lauchlison to the “Lords Secretaries 
of State” to interpose with his most 
sacred Majestie for his royall remission 
to them.6

In issuing its reprieve the council left the 
date to which it had been extended as a 
blank and the fact that they discharged the 
magistrates of Edinburgh from executing 
the sentence led napier to conclude that 
the women must have been in Edinburgh. 
However, the council’s register also has a 
petition from Margaret McLachlan, referred 
to as Lauchlinson, presented on her behalf 
on 28th April and which stated that she was, 
‘now prisoner in the tolbooth of Wigtoun’. 
clearly, she was not in Edinburgh. The 
petition is as follows:

“That whereas I being justlie 
condemned to die be the Lords 
commissioners of his Majesties most 
honorable Privie counsell and Justitiarie 
in ane court holden at Wigtoune the 
threttein day of Apryle instant for 
my not dissowning that traiterous 
Apollogeticall Declaratione laitlie affixed 
at severall paroch churches within this 
kingdom and my refuising the oath 
of abjuratione of the saymein, which 
wes occasioned by my not peruseing 
the saymein ; and now I haveing 
considdered the said Declaratione 
doe acknowledge the saymein to be 

traiterows and tends to nothing but 
rebellione and seditione and to be quyt 
contrair wnto the wryt in Word of God, 
and am content to abjure the same with 
my whol heart and soull.” She therefore 
craves the council to consider her 
case, she being about 70 years of 
age, and recall the sentence and grant 
warrant to someone to administer the 
oath of abjuration to her and liberate 
her, whereupon she shall live as a 
good and faithful subject and frequent 
the ordinances and do what else is 
prescribed to her. Signed by William 
Moir, notary, on her behalf because she 
cannot write; A. Dunbar, witnes ; Will. 
Gordoun, witnes. (Endorsed) Petitione 
for Margaret Lachlisone, 1685.7

Taking into account the content of the petition 
and various sources relating to the execution 
it would appear that while it is possible 
that she welcomed a petition made on her 
behalf it seems clear that, ‘neither in form 
nor in substance’ can it be regarded as her 
petition.8 She neither signed it nor witnessed 
it and it is not unreasonable to suppose 
that she would not have acquiesced in the 
sentiments expressed. 

In refuting napier’s claims, Dr Archibald 
Stewart compared the Wigtown case 
with a similar one at the same time in 
which three men had been sentenced to 
hang at cumnock and like Wilson and 
MacLauchlan had been recommended 
for a reprieve which in their case was 
eventually granted. The process by 
which the reprieve was secured could be 
traced through the records resulting in the 
following conclusion from Stewart, 

Here, then, is a case in which a petition 
for mercy, and an offer to take the 

In covenanting history, the story of the 
Wigtown Martyrs is one of the most 
celebrated—and rightly so, for the 
remarkable demonstration of christian 
courage and fortitude in the face of 
cold hearted cruelty and inhumanity. 
robert Wodrow, minister, historian, and 
antiquarian described the execution of 
Margaret McLauchlan and Margaret 
Wilson as barbarous and wicked, ‘History 
scarce affords a parallel to this in all its 
circumstances.’ It was because of its 
notoriety that Wodrow recorded the 
story in his history at length and in some 
detail. However, he also felt compelled to 
do so because the story of the Wigtown 
Martyrs had already become embroiled 
in controversy as Jacobite/Episcopalian 
revisionists of his day attacked its veracity. 
According to Wodrow, ‘the advocates 
for the cruelty of this period, and our 
jacobites, have the impudence, some of 
them to deny, and others to extenuate this 
matter of fact, which can be fully evinced 
by many living witnesses.’ 1 

claims that the story of the Wigtown 
martyrs was a fiction were revived in the 
nineteenth century by historian Mark 
napier in his Memorials of Graham of 
Claverhouse, Viscount Dundee. The work 
included a lengthy appendix entitled, 
Summary of the evidence and argument 
refuting the fanatical and calumnious fable, 
adopted from Wodrow by Lord Macaulay, 
of the drowning of Margaret Lauchlison 
and Margaret Wilson, at Wigtown, in 
1685.2 In the controversy that followed, 
napier defended his position in The Case 
for the Crown in re the Wigtown Martyrs 
proved to be Myths versus Wodrow and 
Lord Macaulay, Patrick the Pedler and 
Principal Tulloch, 1863, and in History 
Rescued, in Reply to History Vindicated, 

1870. (History Vindicated had been written 
by rev. Archibald Stewart).3 napier argued 
that Margaret McLauchlan and Margaret 
Wilson were tried for high treason on 13 
April 1685 under a law necessary for the 
protection of the throne. The judges at 
Wigtown who condemned the women to 
death in terms of the law, exercised their 
jurisdiction as humanely as possible by 
allowing them ample time to appeal the 
sentence before the Privy council. The 
council exercised great humanity towards 
the women by recommending them to the 
crown for pardon upon their own petitions 
and submission to the royal authority and 
mercy. Thus, on 11 May 1685 when the 
two women were alleged to have been 
executed by drowning in Wigtown, they 
were in fact in prison in Edinburgh awaiting 
their pardons. The Provost of Wigtown 
was in Edinburgh at the same time. In 
conclusion, napier claimed that only 
two women were ever executed for high 
treason, Isobel Alison and Marion Harvie, 
both during the reign of charles II.4

napier reasoned that, having been 
recommended for a royal pardon, the 
women could not possibly have been 
executed. referring to the council’s 
reprieve, Wodrow noted that ‘a 
recommendation from the council for a 
remission, was looked on as a material 
pardon’, and in his view the pardon merely 
exacerbated the guilt of those responsible 
for the executions. ‘If matters stand thus, 
the people at Wigton are deeply guilty, 
and had no powers for what they did; and 
the death of these persons, was what the 
council ought to have prosecuted them 
for.’5 The Privy council record from 20th 
April 1685, referred to by Wodrow and 
napier, stated: 
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to show that the two women were ever 
in Edinburgh, and there is no record to 
show that the reprieve ever went beyond 
the first step’.10 Furthermore, if they were 
reprieved, where is the evidence and 
record of their lives after the date of their 
supposed execution? In the years that 
followed, a significant body of evidence 
testifying to the fact of their execution was 
built up. Are we to assume that this was 
happening while the two women were 
still alive, living and working in the south 
west near to the scene of their supposed 
execution? Is it possible that this could 
have happened and not been brought to 
the attention of the world by one or more 
of those accused of having performed the 
crime? 

In 1690 the author of A Short Memorial of 
the Sufferings and Grievances, made the 
following comments: ‘The said colonel 
or Lieutenant-General James Douglas, 
together with the Laird of Lagg and 
captain Winram, most illegally condemned 
and most unceremoniously drowned at 
stakes within the sea-mark, two women 
of Wigtown, viz.:—Margaret Lauchlan, 
upwards of sixty years, and Margaret 
Wilson, about twenty years of age, the 
foresaid fatal year 1685.’ If the two women 
had been reprieved and were still alive why 
did not one of the accused or someone 
on their behalf make that point? The 
comments were part of a growing body of 
evidence that pointed to the fact that the 
two women had been executed. In 1687 
just two years after their deaths, the United 
Societies made a clear reference to the 
women in their Informatory Vindication that 
referred to, ‘Drowning women, some of 
them very young, and some of exceeding 
old age’.11 The same year in A Hind Let 
Loose, Alexander Shields wrote, ‘neither 

were women spared, but some were 
hanged, some drowned, tied to stakes 
within the sea-mark, to be devoured 
gradually with the growing waves, and 
some of them of a very young, some of 
an old, age’.12 King William’s Declaration 
for Scotland issued in October 1688 on 
the eve of his invasion included references 
to the persecutions perpetrated by the 
government: ‘Empowering officers and 
soldiers to act upon the subject living in 
quiet and full peace, the greatest barbarities 
in destroying them by hanging, shooting, 
and drowning them without any form of 
law or respect to age or sex.’13 Gilbert 
rule, Principal of Edinburgh University 
and minister of Old Greyfriars, wrote in 
A Second Vindication of the Church of 
Scotland (1691), ‘Some gentlemen, whose 
names, out of respect for them, I forbear 
to mention, took two women—Margaret 
Lauchland and Margaret Wilson—the one 
sixty, the other twenty years, and caused 
them to be tied to a stake within the sea-
mark at Wigtown and left there till the 
tide overflowed them and drowned them, 
and this was done without any legal trial, 
1685.’14 In 1703 James ramsay minister 
at Eyemouth, claimed, when responding 
to an Episcopalian writer’s denial of the 
event, to ‘have a paper from eye and 
ear witnesses of that abominable fact’.15 
Wodrow was not the only historian of 
the period to write of the event. Daniel 
Defoe mentioned them in his History of 
the Church of Scotland (1717). It was also 
recorded in A Cloud of Witnesses (1714), 
the third edition of which, published in 
1730, contained details of the inscriptions 
on the tombstones of the two women. In 
his response to napier, Stewart asked a 
very pertinent question, ‘Is it possible to 
believe anyone capable of committing 
such an outrage on truth and propriety 

Government oaths, ended in a pardon; 
and the minutes of the Privy council 
show the steps by which it went on 
to this termination. But these minutes 
show that the Wigtown case, though it 
had a beginning, had no continuation, 
and had no such ending. It stopped 
short, from some cause, at the very 
first stage—at the mere permission to 
administer the oath, and forward the 
prisoners. no proof do these minutes 
furnish that the oath was administered, 
as in the case of the cumnock men; 
no proof, deserving the name that the 
women were actually sent to Edinburgh; 
no proof that a recommendation to 
mercy was actually forwarded to 
London; and, above all, no proof that 
a pardon came.9

Furthermore, in the relevant state-papers 
the cumnock case is recorded as having 
gone to London where the formal pardon 
was secured while there was no record 
of a similar nature for the Wigtown case. 
It was also pointed out that during the 
panic that followed Argyll’s  failed invasion 
in 1685 the jails in Edinburgh and Leith 
were emptied and the prisoners moved 
north to Dunnottar, among whom were 
the three cumnock men. Had Wilson and 
MacLauchlan been in an Edinburgh prison 
at the time as claimed by napier, we 
would expect to see their names included 
among those sent north but they were 
not. Indeed, if napier’s contention that 
the women were not executed is correct, 
where is the evidence?  According to one 
writer, ‘There is not a scrap of evidence 

Wigtown Bay
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as to inscribe on a tombstone in a 
churchyard visited every Sunday by the 
whole population of the county town, 
what they all would have known to be a 
mere fable?’16

Possibly the most important elements in 
this body of evidence are church records. 
Of particular interest is an entry in the 
Wigtown kirk session register on 8 July 
1704 which states, 

This day Bailie M‘Keand, elder, in 
Wigtown, addressed the session 
for the privilege of the sacrament, 
declaring the grief of his heart that he 
should have sitten on the seize of these 
women who were sentenced to die in 
this place in the year 1685, and that it 
had been frequently his petition to God 
for true repentance and forgiveness 
for that sin. He being removed, and 
the session enquiring into this affair 
and the carriage of the said bailie 
since that time, and being satisfied 
with his conversation since, and the 
present evidence of repentance now, 
they granted him the privilege. He was 
called in, admonished, and exhorted 
to deliberation, and due tenderness in 
such a solemn address unto God.17

The Baillie’s nineteen years of grief surely 
came not so much from the mere sentence 
but from its execution.

recorded in the Kirk Session of Kirkinner 
on 10 April, 1711, is the following reference 
to the event. 

Margaret Laughlison, of known 
integrity and piety from her youth, 
aged about 80, widow of John 
Milliken, wright in Drumjargan, was, 

in or about the year of God, 1685, in 
her own house, taken off her knees 
in prayer, and carried immediately to 
prison, and from one prison to another 
without the benefit of light to read the 
Scriptures; was barbarously treated 
by dragoons, who were sent to carry 
her from Mahirmore to Wigtown; and 
being sentenced by Sir robert Grier, of 
Lagg, to be drowned at a stake within 
the flood-mark just below the town of 
Wigtown, for conventicle keeping and 
alleged rebellion was, according to the 
said sentence, fixed to the stake till the 
tide made, and held down within the 
water by one of the town-officers by his 
halbert at her throat till she died.18

The most significant testimony of the 
event is to be found in the records of 
Peningham parish church. On 19 February 
1711, there was inserted into the parish 
register, a narrative of the sufferings 
endured in the parish including an account 
of the death by drowning of Wilson and 
MacLauchlan. Had they been reprieved, 
would it not be common knowledge in 
the parish and indeed in Kirkinner, and 
something the minister and Kirk sessions 
of both would have been aware of? Is it 
likely that they would have deliberately 
included in their register an account of 
events they knew had not taken place? 
no! Margaret MacLauchlan and Margaret 
Wilson were executed by drowning on 11 
May 1685 and the following account from 
the session register of Peningham parish 
church is testimony to that fact.

A Brief Information of the sufferings of 
people which are most remarkable in 
the paroch of Peningham in the shire 
of Wigtown upon account of their 
adherence to the Reformation of the 

Church of Scotland and their refusing 
to conform with Prelacie, with the 
occasions of their trouble especiallie 
from the year 1679 to the year 1689.19

Gilbert Wilson in Glenvernoch in castle 
Stewarts land being a man to ane excesse 
conform to the guise of the tymes and his 
wife without challenge for her religion, in a 
good condition as to the worldly things with 
a great flock on a large ground (sett to be 
a prey) was harassed for his children who 
would not conform. They being required to 
take the Test and hear the curates refused 
both, were searched for, fled and lived in 
the wild mountains bogs and caves; their 
parents were charged on their highest perill 
that they should neither harbour them, 
speak to them supplie them nor see them 
and the country people were obliged by the 
terror of the law to pursue them as well as 
the souldiers with hue and cry.

In February 1685 Thomas Wilson of 
Sixteen years of age Margaret Wilson of 
Eighteen years, Agnes Wilson of Thirteen 
years, children to the said Gilbert, the 
said Thomas keeping the mountains his 
two sisters Margaret and Agnes went 
secretly to Wigtown to see some friends, 
were there discovered taken prisoners and 
instantly thrust into the Thieves hole. As the 
greatest malefactors: whence they were 
some tyme brought up to the Tolbooth 
after a considerable tymes imprisonment 
where severall others were prisoners for 
the like cause particularly ane Margaret 
McLauchlan of Kirkamer paroch, a woman 
of sixty three years of age.

After their imprisonment for some 
considerable tyme Mr David Graham 
Sheriff, the Laird of Lagg, Major Winram, 
captain Strachan called ane assize. 

Indicted these three women viz, Margaret 
McLachlan Margaret Wilson Agnes Wilson 
to be guilty of rebellion at Bothwell Bridge, 
Airds Moss, twenty field conventicles and 
twenty house conventicles. yet it was 
well known that none of these women 
ever were within twenty miles of Bothwell 
Bridge or Airds Moss and Agnes Wilson 
being eight years of age the tyme of Airds 
Moss, could not be deep in the rebellion 
then, nor her sister of thirteen years of age 
and twelve years at Bothwell bridges tyme. 
The Assize did sitt and brought them in 
guilty and those judges sentenced them, 
To be tyed to palisades fixed in the sand, 
within the flood mark of the sea, and there 
to stand till the flood overflowed them and 
drowned them.

They received their sentence without the 
least discouragement with a composed 
smiling countenance judging it their honour 
to suffer for Christs Truth, that he is alone King 
and Head of his church. Gilbert Wilson got 
his youngest daughter Agnes Wilson out of 
Prison upon the bond of ane hundreth pound 
sterling, to produce her when called for, after 
the sentence of death passed against her; 
but was obliged to go to Edinburgh for this 
before it could be obtained. The tyme they 
were in prison no means were not essayed 
with Margaret Wilson to persuade her to 
take the Oath of abjuration and hear the 
Curates with threatenings and flatteries but 
without any successe.

Upon the Eleventh day of May 1685 These 
two women Margaret McLachlan and 
Margaret Wilson, were brought south to 
Execution. They did put the old woman 
first into the water, and when the water 
was overflowing her they asked Margaret 
Wilson what she thought of her in that 
case. She answered What do I see but 
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christ wrestling there, think ye that we 
are the sufferers? No it is Christ in us for 
he sends none a warfare on their own 
charges. Margaret Wilson sang Psalm 25 
from the 7th verse, read the 8 chapter of 
the Epistle to the romans and did Pray 
and then the water covered her. But before 
her breath was quite gone, they pulled her 
up and held her till she could speak and 
then asked her if she would pray for the 
King? She answered that She wished the 
salvation of all men but the Damnation of 
none. Some of her relations being on the 
place cried out She is willing to conform 
being desirous to save her life at any rate. 
Upon which Major Winram offered the Oath 
of Abjuration to her either to swear it or 
return to the water. She refused it saying 
I will not, I am ane of christs children let 
me go. And then they returned her into the 
water where she finished her warfare, being 
a Virgin Martyr of Eighteen years of age 
suffering death for her refusing to swear the 
Oath of Abjuration and hear the curates.

The said Gilbert Wilson was fined for the 
Opinion of his children, harassed with 
frequent quarterings of souldiers upon 
him sometymes ane hundreth men at 
once, who lived at discretion on his goods 
and that for severall years together and 
his frequent attendance on the courts at 
Wigtown almost every week at Thirteen 
miles distance for three years tyme; riding 
to Edinburgh on these accounts so that 
his losses could not be reckoned; and 
estimat to be (without doubt) not within 
Five Thousand Merks; yet for no principle 
or action of his own, and died in great 
poverty lately a few years hence: his wife 
a very aged woman lives upon the charity 
of friends; his son Thomas lived to bear 
arms under King William in Flanders and 
the castle of Edinburgh but had nothing 
by his parents to enter the ground which 
they possessed, where he lives to certify 
the truth of these things with many others 
who know them too well.

Strange Talk on
the Scottish

Reformation, II

Dr Holmes began by admitting that his 
title was deliberately provocative and that 
the Scottish reformation of 1559-60 was 
thoroughly Protestant. He noted that in 
Scotland the reformation is often seen 
as an event lasting about a year whereas 

in England the term is used to describe a 
change taking place over a period of about 
thirty or forty years. The corresponding 
change in Scotland, during which the people 
moved in their beliefs from romanism to 
Protestantism, is sometimes called the 

Brig of Balgownie

In the previous issue of the Bulwark, we mentioned a talk for the 
scottish Church history society, due to be given by rev dr stephen holmes, 

with the extraordinary title ‘the scottish reformation was not protestant’. 
the talk has now taken place, and we can report a little of what was said.
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11 Ibid, p. 421.
12 Ibid, p. 421.
13 The Prince of Orange, His Declaration. Shewing 
the Reasons of this present Invasion, for the 
Defence of the Protestant Religion, and for the 
Re-establishment of the Laws and Liberties of the 
Kingdom of Scotland (1688).
14 Gilbert rule, A Second Vindication of the Church 
of Scotland; being an answer to five pamphlets 
(1691).
15 Quoted in Morton, Galloway and the 
Covenanters, p. 423.
16 Ibid, p. 431.
17 Ibid, p. 430.
18 Ibid, p. 424.
19 national records of Scotland, cH2/1387/1/186-88.
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‘long reformation’.  One of the fashionable 
ideas of modern history has been that 
the ‘long reformation’ was a much slower 
process than the likes of Thomas M‘crie 
and David Hay Fleming maintained; but 
we have argued in the Society’s Historical 
Journal that a close study of events in Perth 
and Aberdeen in 1559-60 shows that this 
fashionable idea is almost certainly false.

Dr Holmes’ main point was that the term 
‘reformation’ to describe what happened 
in 1559-60 is a Protestant term, and 
that roman catholic propagandists of 
the period spoke of the ‘Deformation’ of 
religion. He was not proposing that we 
should all adopt the term ‘Deformation’, but 
he was suggesting that in the interests of 
neutrality and ‘anti-sectarianism’ we should 
in future use the term ‘Scottish Protestant 
reformation’, to distinguish it from the 
‘Scottish catholic reformation’ that he was 
about to discuss. 

What rather spoiled Dr Holmes’ case 
for neutrality was his own observation 
that Protestants of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries did not concede 
the word ‘catholic’ to roman catholics. It 
follows therefore, by Dr Holmes’ reasoning, 
that the use of the term ‘catholic’ to 
describe a romanist is just as ‘sectarian’ as 
the ordinary use of the word reformation. 
Dr Holmes either did not notice this 
consequence of his position, or else chose 
to ignore it, and he must have used the 
term ‘catholic’ to describe followers of the 
Bishop of rome about a hundred times 
during his talk. A more neutral term, which 
perhaps Dr Holmes might adopt for the 
future, would be the old word ‘Papist’—a 
follower of the Pope. In any case, what 
is more important is whether our terms 
conform to Scripture. The roman church 

is certainly not ‘catholic’ because it is not 
even part of the true church of christ; and 
the events of 1559-60 did constitute a 
reformation rather than a deformation when 
measured by biblical standards. 

Dr Holmes went on to discuss the so-
called ‘Scottish catholic reformation’—the 
attempts made by roman catholics before 
1560 to reform their church. This is an 
interesting subject but not one that can be 
discussed in detail here. The tendency of 
modern writers has been to exaggerate the 
efforts and achievements of this reforming 
movement, if indeed it can even be called 
that. Just to give one example of the 
lack of success, the ‘reforming’ church 
council of 1549 passed various decrees 
against clerical concubinage. yet ten years 
later, immediately before the reformation, 
when the Dean and chapter of Aberdeen 
were advising the Bishop of Aberdeen 
on necessary reforms in his Diocese, the 
opening paragraph of their advice speaks of 
the need for ‘kirkmen’ in the Diocese to put 
away their ‘open concubines’ (could they 
still keep them secretly?), and the members 
of the chapter promised that they would 
set an example in this matter and begged 
the Bishop to do the same. In other words, 
the so-called ‘reform’ of 1549 had had no 
effect at all in this matter. Some of the other 
proposed reforms may have met with an 
equal lack of success. These frequently 
advanced claims of ‘Scottish catholic 
reform’ could do with close scrutiny from 
a Protestant eye.

The reform in morality that was really needed 
was the allowance of clerical marriage, 
which happened for the church of Scotland 
in 1560, but has not taken place in the 
church of rome to this day. The Pope 
continues to be the most obvious fulfilment 

of those mentioned in 1 Tim. 4:3 who ‘give 
heed to seducing spirits’ by ‘forbidding to 
marry’. Dr Holmes presumably took a vow 
of celibacy when he became a Benedictine 
monk, but he has since given up that vow 
and married; and it is quite right that he 
should have done so because the vow was 
not a lawful one; and we wish him every 
blessing in his marriage. ‘Whoso findeth a 
wife findeth a good thing, and obtaineth 
favour of the Lord’ (Prov. 18:22). 

It is a pity that Dr Holmes has not seen 
the full evil of the system that extracted 
the unbiblical vow from him in the first 
place. ‘Marriage is honourable in all, and 
the bed undefiled: but whoremongers and 
adulterers God will judge’ (Heb. 13:4). If the 
Diocese of Aberdeen was anything to go by, 
most of the Scottish pre-reformation clergy 
were ‘whoremongers and adulterers’, and 
the clearing away of that filth in 1560 was 
one of the important steps of reformation. 
Unfortunately it is now coming back.

The other point that Dr Holmes took up 
is another current fashion—the study of 
the Scottish ‘renaissance’. The idea, to 
put it crudely, is that there was a Scottish 
renaissance of architecture, art, music, 
literature, warfare, and pageantry, but that 
naughty Protestants first of all smashed 
much of it to pieces at the reformation, 
and then their historians denied that there 
had ever been such a thing.  This position 
is argued in the large and attractively 
produced book Glory and Honour: the 
Renaissance in Scotland by Andrea 
Thomas (2013). One of the pictures given 
to illustrate the renaissance is the glass in 
the Magdalen chapel, supposed to be the 
only surviving pre-reformation glass in situ. 

At this stage we would just make two 

observations in response. The first is that 
many of the things that were destroyed at 
the reformation were things that needed 
to be destroyed, such as friaries, mass-
books, and idols. The most recent issue of 
the Records of the Scottish Church History 
Society devotes thirty pages to a wooden 
doll called ‘Our Lady of Good Success’, now 
in Brussels, which supposedly survived the 
reformation-destruction in Aberdeen. Five 
pages are given up to miracles associated 
with this doll. Dr Holmes objected to the 
use of the word ‘medieval’ to describe 
the immediate pre-reformation church, 
but surely a world in which wooden dolls 
mattered and performed miracles was 
medieval. The reformers did Scotland a 
good turn by bringing that world to an end.

The second observation is that the guilt 
of Protestant historians as ‘renaissance-
deniers’ seems to be assumed rather than 
proved. A quick glance at the Protestant 
J.D. Mackie’s History of Scotland (1964) 
shows that he had at least as much on 
the renaissance (including a chapter title) 
as the roman catholic Michael Lynch 
had in his Scotland: a New History (1991). 
Protestants have no difficulty with the idea 
of a Scottish renaissance, and perhaps 
the reformation turned it in a better 
direction with a general improvement in 
education and living-standards instead 
of the excessive adorning of a handful of 
cathedrals, chapels, and stately homes. 
In Aberdeen, the council rouped the pre-
reformation silverwork from the parish kirk 
and used the money to repair the harbour 
pier and the Brig of Balgownie. How 
sensible!

About sixty people were present at the 
meeting, double the usual number, and Dr 
Holmes was an able speaker.
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the man who 
Changed a natIon:
the Life and Influence of  John Knox, 1514-
1572
by Alisdair MacLeod-Mair
(Protestant Truth Society, 2014) 26pp
Available from PTS bookshop;  £2.95 including postage.

Review

The year 2014 marks the probable 
500th anniversary of the birth of John 
Knox. This has led to an upsurge of 
interest in Knox and to a welcome 
flurry of publications. To this pool, 
the Protestant Truth Society (PTS) 
has contributed the present short 
pamphlet, written by rev. Alisdair 
MacLeod-Mair who was the PTS 
Wycliffe preacher in Scotland from 
2011 to 2013. The pamphlet packs 
a lot of history and comment into a 
small space and includes 
a brief discussion 
of the 1560 Scots 
confession. It has been 
attractively produced 
and illustrated by 
Peppercollective 
(who also design the 
Bulwark), and we wish 
it a wide circulation.

REFORMATION TOUR
TO SWITZERLAND
MONDAY 13TH – FRIDAY 17TH  OCTOBER 2014 DV

numbers on the tour are limited so early booking is advised. 
please contact Dr Dickie for further details – email: robertdickie@doctors.org.uk

The history of the reformation is strongly 
associated with Geneva and western 
Switzerland. A tour has been arranged for 
October 2014, visiting sites associated 
with calvin, Beza, Knox, Viret and Farel. 
The tour leader will be Dr robert Dickie 
from Stornoway, who has led previous 
reformation tours in Germany. The tour will 
include the following locations:

Geneva: St Peter’s cathedral, calvin 
Auditorium (where Knox held services), 
International Museum of the reformation, 
city Hall, calvin college, old churches in the 
city, and the reformation Wall.  
Lausanne: cathedral and castle. 
Aigle: Farel’s church, with talk by the pastor 
of the congregation. 
neuchâtel: cathedral, cloister and castle.

Hotel accommodation (bed and breakfast 
rate) has been arranged in central Geneva: 
- twin or double occupancy - £285 per 
person for four nights (i.e., £570 per room).
- single occupancy - £570 for four nights.
The hotel offers triple rooms for two adults 
with one child. Prices depend on the child’s 
age – details are available on request. 
The costs of meals (other than breakfast) 
are not included in the tour price. 
rail fares: approximately £80 per person 
(for travel to Aigle, Lausanne and neuchâtel). 
Museum entrance: approximately £6.70.

you will also be responsible for making your 
own travel arrangements from UK to Geneva 
– these should only be booked once your 
place is confirmed. 

Details Costs 

St. Peter’s Cathedral, Geneva
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membershIp renewal
Membership renewal letters were sent 
out in January. Anyone who has not yet 
renewed their Membership and/or Bulwark 
subscription is encouraged to do so.

CALvIn Tour In oCTober 2014 
Following last year’s successful Luther tour, 
Dr robert Dickie has organised a calvin 
tour on behalf of the Society for October 
2014 (DV). Details of the tour can be found 
on p.28

Current publICatIons
current publications by the Society include:

Preacher to the Remnant: 
the story of James Renwick 
by Maurice Grant  (£15.00).

Alexander Peden  
by Maurice Grant  (£4.00).

Society News

SCOTTISH REFORMATION SOCIETY 
2014 ANNUAL 
GENERAL METTING
SATuRDAY 13th SEPTEMBER 2014 DV,
MAGDAlEN CHAPEl, EDINBuRGH

Speaker:    Rev. John J. Murray 
Subject:	 George	Whitfield,	1714	-	1779

new publICatIons

The recent Society publication The Men of Skye 
by rev. roderick Maccowan, 235 pp, is now 
also available in hardback, at the price of £19.95 
(including p&p). The price of a paperback copy is 
£9.95 (including p&p).

The fourth volume of the Scottish Reformation 
Society Historical Journal was published in January, 
at the price of £11.95 (including p&p). This issue 
carries articles on the reformation in Aberdeen 
in 1559-60, the Presbyterian commissions of the 
1690s, the Jonathan ranken Anderson case of 
1852, the Edinburgh Anti-Burghers of the twentieth 
century, and other material.

Following the visit of the itinerant evangelist John Farquharson in 1805, and 
the conversion of the blind fiddler Donald Munro, the Isle of Skye was  greatly 
blessed with a number of revivals and with a succession of godly men.  First 
pub lished in 1902, this book sought to ‘perpetuate the memories of the worthy 
“fathers” of Skye’. Roderick MacCowan’s hope was that ‘the example of their 
lives may serve as a stimulus to many’. At a time when true religion is rapidly 
 retreating in Skye, it is right to remember what the island was like, and, by God’s 
grace, will be like once again. This edition reproduces the exact text of the origi-
nal, with the addition of photographs and of translations of the Gaelic material.

Front Cover:
A view of Struan, Skye. The Rev. Roderick MacLeod’s burying 
place, and the church at which he ministered prior to his call to 
Snizort, appear at bottom right. (Photo:  Naomi  Clemence)

Rev. Roderick MacCowan (1871-1948), a native 
of Skye, wrote this book when he was a  divinity 
student with the Free Presbyterian Church 
of Scotland. He subsequently joined the Free 
Church of Scotland, ministering in Kiltarlity 
from 1908 to 1936. He was a zealous Protes-
tant and a defender of the Sabbath, and  collected 
a vast library of Highland and Gaelic works.

Scottish Reformation Society
The Magdalen Chapel, 41 Cowgate, Edinburgh EH1 1JR

www.scottishreformationsociety.org

S C O T T I S H  R E F O R M A T I O N  S O C I E T Y
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George Gillespie 
by Hugh cartwright (£3.50).

Trembling for the Ark of God: James Begg 
and the Free Church of Scotland 
by James W. campbell (£7.95). 

Samuel Rutherford: 
An Introduction to His Theology 
edited by Matthew Vogan (£10.95).

Scottish Reformation Society 
Historical Journal, Volume 1 (£9.95).

Scottish Reformation Society 
Historical Journal, Volume 2 (£9.95).

Scottish Reformation Society 
Historical Journal, Volume 3 (£10.95).

These can be ordered from the 
Society website: 
www.scottishreformationsociety.org.

All prices include postage and packing.
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MeMbership & bulwark subscriptions

all correspondence regarding Membership and Bulwark subscriptions should 
be sent to the Membership secretary, Mrs Deborah coghill, Free church 
Manse, outend, scalpay, isle of harris, hs4 3YG.

the subscription is £7 per annum for membership of the society and 
£8 per annum for the Bulwark. Membership forms can be obtained 
from the Membership secretary or downloaded from the website 
www.scottishreformationsociety.org
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Front cover:   Brig of Balgownie, Aberdeen.  
    repaired in 1562 as part of the Protestant renaissance (see p.27)


